
2004 September Kathmandu !
London to Kathmandu. An atmosphere of tiredness pervades Terminal 3 or is it the tiredness in 

me? I feel too tired to even notice the adventure. I observe the CA man in front of me, a doctor 

(medical tag on bag), tanned and fit, tucked shirt, sensible shoes, North Face ‘pants’, Leslie would 

turn his head but I am too short for his horizon, and he is too clean for me. 

But as chance would have it, I meet two interesting people next to me. Julius Lipner, from the 

Faculty of Divinity, Cambridge, taking a group around the Buddhist pilgrimage sites. And then 

there was Barry.  

‘So you mix red wine and beer?’ I ask wryly. So began our conversation. He, the East End boy, 

(‘I’m not educated’ was his mantra), and I the convent educated plum. Adventure and travel we 

shared beneath these divergent worlds, and we easily found talk for most of the journey. He 

declared his mission from the start: to visit all the countries in the world. Yes, like a bird-watcher, 

to tick them off.  

‘But the trouble is, they keep dividing!’ he said, and we both laughed at this dichotomy. !
Huge welcome from Madhab and Nanda. We spend intense days together with Ram Krishna, 

designing the book, working all hours despite festivals. Ram Krishna, so gentle and so dexterous. 

We are fed tea and Napali snacks by his sister. !
My evenings are spent turn out to be spent with Barry. We have a deal, he pays the bills and I 

guide him to the restaurants he would otherwise not find. Only at the Yak and Yeti, some people 

turned up to eat after us 10.30. Otherwise we talk easily into the evening, he of Petra, and I of 

Bryan, he of Ethiopia, I of India.  

‘I’ve been ambitious all my life. The first million is the hardest. I started as a servant, yes, I was a 

washer boy. ‘I’m going to do you a favour, and sack you’, my boss said to me. And he did. He left 

school at 14, and worked his way up in the carpet business expanding to property, where he is 

now, with East End rental and a place in Durban. For 4 months of the year he travels. He used to 

travel with Petra, but she is in bad health now with thyroid trouble. ‘I never go back. Never. You 

see I’ve got a mission; all countries before I die. There’s no time to go back. But if I did, it would 

be to Ethiopia.’  !
Morning walk in Panga. An archaeologist turns up. He tells me with great passion of his work up 

the Kali Gandaki, excavating the caves near Jarkot and in upper Mustang. The danger and the 

excitement. The descent of the Tibetan plateau.  

‘For the last 3 years if I have done an hours work in a week, I am surprised. Nothing. All there is 

these days is networking. Trying to scrape a few extra rupees, that’s all. This time is one of 

treading water.’ 

We talked of roads. He gives news of the road being built by the Chinese through upper 

Mustang, a rumour last year, now happening with speed and force. Understandably the local 



people want a road. The price of carrots comes down and a sick person can get to the high tech 

hospital sooner, a life saved. The Government Department of Archeology argued for a road away 

from the fragile village - yes the professor tells me the construction and vibration of a road will 

destroy the fragile buildings. The soil is sand it seems, and unlike the clay of Kathmandu, cannot 

withstand such upheaval. What a surprising morning walk. !
……………………. !
Dinner with John Sandy. He gave a pronouncement which warmed the cockles of my heart. ‘This 

is the first public push for Chhairo’ he declared. And true to his form he gave out invitations, as 

well as encouragement, and three aspiring architects to help hang the 100 photographs. 

Everyone is pulling in. Explore organised the transport, Bharat lent his brother. I hardly sleep. 

Barry, fresh back from Tibet, distracts with tales of his guide and his lack of pleasure at receiving 

$150 tip.  !
Madhab presents me a copy of the book. Tears well in my eyes. What a moment. !
At last, Sugata arrives. Two hours late and after 24 hours journey Oslo, Moscow, Delhi, 

Kathmandu.  

‘Are you up for seeing Patan?’ Of course he is, and that evening he sees his photographs hung in 

the splendour of the Newari courtyard.  !
Nothing is labelled, no price is fixed, the Chhairo group appear chaotic- to my mind - but I am too 

soon distracted with the events as they unfold. Sugata turns up COMPLETELY SHAVEN!  

‘I thought it best to look more monk like’, he quips.  !
The great and the good begin to gather, old friends of Sugata, monks from Ananda Kuti, Thirta, 

Giri, sons and grandsons, the ex pat community, the Thakali’s. Unprepared, but surely I know it, I 

launch into the story of Sugata’s life, forgetting them remembering the Norwegian Ambassador. 

Thirta presents a silver stuppa of Swayanbhu. Giri speaks eloquently. !
Fr Greg arrives.  

‘Sugata, let me introduce you to a nice Jesuit.’, I say.  

‘Ah so there are nice Jesuits’.  

‘Perhaps I should explain. Sugata did not get on so well with Fr Moran.’ 

‘Let me assure you I can understand.’ !
‘And you are always greeting people as if you were awaiting them, and only them, all day’, says 

Sugata to me. !



Barbara arrived. She was gentle with Sugata. She told the story Sugata knew well:  her shock of 

seeing Tibetans pull out their tongue to her. She arrived 3 years after Sugata’s 1960 trip up the 

KG, and by contrast accompanied the Rana’s. !
As Hallgrim recovered, so Sugata collapsed - in his indominatable fashion. ‘Go to no trouble’, he 

chants. I rub tiger balm on his nose.  

‘I should have liked to meet Susan’, he says, game to the here and now, but he is too tired so it’s 

Hallgrim and I who go to meet Susan at the KGH. !
Coffee with Kabir. I saw his photograph amongst those Hallgrim took, found his number and we 

arranged a meeting. He is here to support Lama Zoppa’s work in Nepal, and leaves in a few days 

back to India, and after a fauxpas inviting him for a beer (the night before drinking it with Fr Greg),  

we had coffee at Northfields backdropped with pop classics. We spoke first of education - he is to 

build a Buddhist school on the grounds of the failed sky-scraping stupa, and after bemoaning the 

quality of indigenous teaching, I offered him my curriculum, which he seemed pleased about. 

Inevitably, (for me) we spoke of Valentino, and I asked him how they were getting on.   

‘Oh fine. We have our ups and downs - everyone does - but I am a great admirer of his work, he is 

an excellent teacher, Lama Zoppa declared for all to hear that he was fulfilling the wishes of Lama 

Yeshe which he certainly is.’ 

‘He is no longer talking to me it seems’, I said 

‘Ah that’s a pity. Yes, I am sorry. It can happen. I too had a period of difficulty with him. I had no 

idea, until Jan told me that he was cross with me. I’d said - loosely - that his school in Bodhgaya 

looked a bit like a prison! But when I knew, I apologised and that’s how it goes. I’m sure it will 

pass.  !
The last day, the last minute, the sisters came. In the light of a Newar window, three of them 

poured over the photograph contact sheets, recognising their long ago families. 

‘Look how young and fit he looks’ 

‘There is the wall of our house’ 

‘How firm it stands.  !
In the empty room a sentimental feeling wells. How transient it all is, the joy the laughter, the 

expectation the drama. All gone now, with bare white walls. !
Sashi comes. Sugata is ill with bronchial infection (for Rs9000 we get him checked out), however 

his humour is uninfected: 

‘You should have said Sugata is at the airport flying Pomp and Joy to Nirvana.’ !
Good night 

Goodnight’, I turn out the light switch under the thanka of Milarepa.  



‘Good night Milarepa!’ 

And there it is. This little Blue Daz moments. In one moment I am turning off the lights in a once-

again-child’s room, tucking him up, and then: ‘Good night Milarepa’ 

We have had one of those days linked so closely with the past. It is one of those luxuries of a life 

of 93 years. To be with a man of 93, then a child who remembers shapening his pencils always 

with a knife, who remembers the affair of a woman servant with a married man (So you too knew 

of that! he exclaims believing it to be solely the titletatle of adolescent boys). 

‘Is it such a learning process to be with such an old man?’ he asks. He who has all days and nights 

to ponder the words and ideas he chooses. And so it is he says the words that pierce the reality 

that I spend daylight hours constructing obstacles to. !
Lunch at Dwaika with its generous owner, unusually a woman, organised by Giri who was 

accompanied with Frances Childe, working for UNESCO. Talk of far away lands Swart, north of 

Peshawa, on the old silk trading route.  !
The first stranger reviewed the book. She did not like the 2nd half at all. ‘It jumps in time, and 

does not answer the question of why he became a monk, and what happened. After the gentle 

melody of the first half it was impossible!’.  

It is just a view. May be she is right. What to do?  !!!


